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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The 2021 German elections were characterised by more active party and candidate participation in social media 
than in 2017, with correspondingly more anti-party and anti-candidate content as political fortunes of each waxed 
and waned. 

For this study, we have gathered and examined over three million posts and comments from Facebook, Instagram, 
YouTube and Twitter between 1 June and 26 September 2021. These are our main findings: 

• Most of the problematic content lay in the grey zone of half-truths and hyper-aggressive language 
about the issues and candidates. It is unclear whether this had any electoral impact. We only found 
few attempts at systemic, organised manipulation and where they occurred, they failed to get trac-
tion.

• YouTube was the central platform for cross-platform sharing of content, specifically on Facebook 
and Twitter. Instagram was somewhat isolated from the content sharing environment. Regarding 
niche platforms, the AfD attempted frequently to drive traffic from Facebook to its Telegram chan-
nel.

• All parties and candidates contested the social media space, with greater sophistication and to a 
greater effect than in 2017, with the AfD losing its large prior competitive advantage. Yet, there 
were significant differences in party activity across platforms, reflecting the diverse user profiles 
and target audiences on different channels. 

• In content production, the AfD leads on Facebook and the CDU on Instagram, while the Green 
party was most present on Twitter. Of all parties, the SPD engaged most equally on all platforms 
and had the highest presence in all platforms combined. Engagement with the content the parties 
posted also varied, with the AfD receiving many shares, but the Greens and CDU getting the most 
comments.

• While a comparison to previous elections is difficult (a problem in itself), negative campaigning 
dominated; that is campaigns against the other parties and candidates rather than for one’s own 
party or candidate. The two candidates which lost most compared to polls in spring - Annalena 
Baerbock of the Green Party and Armin Laschet from the CDU - were the most mentioned candi-
dates and many of these mentioned were in an anti-Baerbock/anti-Laschet context.

• Baerbock and the SPD party enjoyed the most mention from social media users during the ob-
served period, closely followed by Armin Laschet and his CDU. Surprisingly, Alice Weidel saw little 
mention online despite being an important, controversial candidate. 

• Much of the content about Baerbock was extremely aggressive (toxic). Studies in many countries 
have found that women are exposed to far more extremely aggressive online speech than men. In-
deed, many of the attacks on Baerbock were based on her identity, i.e., being a woman. Converse-
ly, the numerous toxic remarks directed at Weidel were based on other factors (e.g., her political 
positions). Additionally, Weidel had a strongly supportive community on YouTube.
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• The dominant topic of the election was COVID-19, though different parties focussed on different 
aspects of the pandemic and anticipated post-pandemic period. As a key issue, this area was sub-
ject to disinformation which filtered into the election as some parties sought to court members of 
groups and channels dedicated to false claims about COVID-19. The attention given to the climate 
debate is also noteworthy, especially in that nearly all parties engaged actively in this debate.

• The most negative energy by far was found on Twitter: All candidates were talked about in a 
predominately negative manner on this platform.

The recommendations following from these observations call for facilitating more information not only 
from the often mentioned social media companies but also from parties on their social media strategies 
and analytics; even more engagement with social media by parties and formalisation (i.e., regulation or 
oversight) of some social media strategies; and better social media analysis through sustained multi-year, 
cross-election monitoring that can provide scientifically valid conclusions on which policymakers can act.
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Introduction

Germany’s 2021 federal election – BTW21 for short (Bundestagswahl 2021) – marked a milestone, with 
Chancellor Angela Merkel not seeking re-election after 16 years in power. Moreover, with the effects of 
the COVID-19 pandemic still being felt, the election was held in a context in which the electorate was 
more active online than ever before, reducing possibilities for conventional ways of face-to-face cam-
paigning and increasing risks associated with online discourse: hateful speech and misinformation.

In order to prepare for this election environment, Democracy Reporting International (DRI) conducted 
a risk assessment1 in the spring of 2021, consulting with experts to further identify specific risks arising 
from these broad threats. Doing so allowed for tailored and targeted monitoring of a social media space 
that is too large to monitor in its entirety. Drawing on this activity’s report, the DRI social media monitor-
ing team identified the following risks as deserving special attention:

1. Hate speech, especially directed at women;

2. The use of emotion-laden issues to induce extreme polarisation;

3. Manipulation of the debate to promote political agendas; and

4. Unfounded allegations of electoral fraud intended to undermine faith in German democracy.

To address these risks during the election campaign, we engaged in continuous monitoring and analysis 
of the most popular social media platforms. Here, firstly, we traced the most important discourses and 
pertinent issues that were discussed, and how these themes were set up and disseminated. Additional-
ly, we looked at how social media users debated the electoral campaign, ranging from personal attacks 
against candidates to serious and well-articulated policy discussions. Lastly, we explored the spread of 
disinformation and more subtle information manipulation.

This report will elaborate on the most important findings from the analysis of the aforementioned areas 
and put them into context.

Throughout the monitoring period, we cooperated with Der Tagesspiegel newspaper on a social media 
dashboard to make online debates more transparent and to give non-expert users an easy-access tool to 
understand social media dynamics.2

1. Democracy Reporting International (DRI), “Assessment of Online Risks for the 2021 German Federal Elections”, June 
2021. 

2. See the dashboard here: https://interaktiv.tagesspiegel.de/lab/social-media-dashboard-bundestagswahl-2021/

 

SECTION I: SOCIAL MEDIA IN BTW21 - 
THE GOOD, THE BAD AND THE UGLY

So
Social media – as with traditional media before it – is a reflection of society and politics, and simultane-
ously reflects on both and influences their course and aim. In contrast to traditional media analysis, so-
cial media monitoring provides us with a more dynamic understanding of agenda-setting, user responses 
and public discourse.

I.A. At first glance: The social media environment
We cannot understand the electoral social media discourse if we do not first understand the social media 
landscape. Knowing, then, that the 2021 elections would perhaps be the most digital German elections to 
date, what did it mean for electoral debates and discourses that took place on social media? Were all the 
parties equally well-equipped to reach their own or new constituencies via social media?

Each social media platform caters to different demographics and user bases, has a different amount of 
reach, and communicates via different primary forms of media – text, image or video.3 Starting with the 
final point, different media have different sharing and “viral” potential: Visual content is more likely to 
spread wider than textual content. An election campaign’s presence on Instagram and YouTube is, thus, 
almost a prerequisite for making an impact. Nonetheless, Facebook remains the biggest social media 
platform in Germany. Its users tend to include all age groups but older demographics are more import-
ant here. Conversely, Instagram is dominated by younger age groups. Lastly, Twitter’s user base may be 
smaller and its content text-driven, but its users include many politicians and journalists, giving it the 
ability to spread content across traditional and modern online media and having an outsized policy/re-
al-life impact.4 

Social media channels only represent one type of media outlet, and we need to look at their interlinkages 
with other media channels as well. These traditional media channels matter because of a second consid-
eration: social media users, while large in numbers, do not necessarily represent the electorate at large. 
And yet, even though social media users are not necessarily representative, prominent social media 
trends often transcend the online sphere, reaching people that might not use social media. Just as links to 
traditional news media are shared on social media, social media content and trends are also covered in 
other media. 

A striking example of the migration of a story from social media to other media. In mid-July, a picture 
spread of the CDU candidate for chancellor, Armin Laschet, laughing in the background while President 
Frank-Walter Steinmeier spoke to victims of a flood catastrophe in Western Germany. While the images 
were shown on television, Laschet was not in focus, and the video had to be zoomed in to magnify the 

3. See for details: “Neue Daten: Statistiken zur Social-Media-Nutzung in Deutschland” (New Data: Statistics on Social
Media Usage in Germany”. 

4. Approximately 25 per cent of certified Twitter accounts belong to journalists.
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effect. This zoomed-in version emerged on social media and was then picked up by traditional media, 
reaching the general offline public. Memes based on the image and #laschetlacht (#laschetlaughs) over-
shadowed the remainder of his campaign.

Analysis

Considering the overall picture, all the parties contested for social media space, but there are differ-
ences across platforms and in engagement levels. 

Figure 1: Party posting by social media platform 

Percentage of total posts on platforms made by each political party.5 The CSU’s share should be viewed in the 
context of its regional nature and relationship with the CDU.

The AfD still leads Facebook in terms of raw numbers of posting, even if their edge over other par-
ties has slipped compared to 2017. The Greens are at or near the lead in Twitter, while the CDU makes 
an impressive effort posting on Instagram, though engagement in the form of likes was low. The SPD is 
evenly and well-represented on all these platforms, though this is in part due to a late surge in content 
production.

5. YouTube is excluded here as its character is based on posting less, but more sustainable (i.e., timeless) content that  
draws high engagement over time. 

 Figure 2: Mentions of candidates by platform

Not all engagement is equal on social media. Overall, AfD linked accounts or content tended to gener-
ate a lot of engagement, specifically in the form of likes and shares. The CDU, on the other hand, re-
ceived a large number of comments. While comments indicate a deeper level of engagement, they neither 
help spread a message nor do they necessarily express support. They do, however, take more time and 
effort, which is indicative of 1) caring and 2) a high likelihood that a commenter is actually human. Liking 
and sharing, on the other hand, is very easy to automate with machines, and even when human, can be 
very reflexive, done even if a person has not read the content.

11
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Figure 4: Social media posts by platform (normalised, percentage of total per day)

One unexpected observation was of social media usage over time. Given early voting and the more online 
focussed campaign, there was an expectation that the use of social media would start scaling up sooner. 
However, content posted by parties and candidates remained staged and, therefore, very static for the 
better part of the campaign, and only began to rise rapidly about two weeks prior to election day.

The takeaway from these observations is that all the parties engaged more effectively with social me-
dia than they had in previous elections, costing the AfD the lead they had in this realm in 2017.

Figure 3: Engagement and sharing of different forms of content (Facebook) 

Photos perform best, followed by videos, while status updates (i.e. normal text posts) barely register.

The content being shared and “liked” was quite image-centric as well. All parties seem to have real-
ised that political communication in meme format is effective at spreading a message. Regarding other 
shared content, it is notable that the CDU shared a significantly smaller amount of web links. Sharing 
links drives traffic and may lead to favourable treatment by algorithms that provide search recommenda-
tions to users/voters. It is best not to over-interpret this, however: The most shared AfD links were to their 
fundraising website and Telegram channel, neither of which has viral potential.

The picture is different, however, when people talk about the parties and candidates, as seen in Figure 2. 
With regard to the candidates for chancellor, the AfD’s Alice Weidel was talked about very little across 
all platforms, while mentions of Annalena Baerbock of the Greens fell in the middle of the group of lead 
candidates across all platforms, neither overperforming nor underperforming on any platform. SPD can-
didate Olaf Scholz had a comfortable edge in mentions on Instagram, while the CDU’s Laschet had more 
mentions on Twitter than all other candidates combined. Yet, as we will see, being the topic of conversa-
tion is not always in one’s favour – a finding applicable also to Baerbock, especially in the free-wheeling 
world of YouTube video comments.
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I.B. The talk of the town: The hot topics discussed online
The traditional way of identifying lead topics in elections is through opinion polls. Social media, as an 
enabler of public debate and facilitator of political participation, can provide an additional picture, which 
may, of course, be less representative, as social media users are not necessarily representative of the 
whole population. On the other hand, social media can provide a dynamic series of “filters” that allows us 
to monitor relationships between topics put on the agenda by certain political parties and/or the public. 
Parties and candidates try to push the topics in which they are perceived by the public as being most 
competent. People may take on the narrative, but they may also push back against these agenda-setting 
attempts.

This year, in particular, the ability of any single actor to dominate the conversation – to drive the 
topics about which everyone spoke – was constrained by the more level social media environment. 

To understand the election themes, it is useful to look back at the 2017 German elections, during which 
the AfD dominated the social media environment and, in turn, drove much of the conversation about 
the election and, specifically, the focus on migration. This year, no party managed to achieve such 
dominance of social media – not even the Greens on the topic of the climate crisis – despite the extreme 
floods in Western Germany. 

Two levels of thematic discourse need to be distinguished: posts by parliamentarians, versus party 
accounts more generally. While these might come across as quite similar, some parliamentarians may 
communicate more to their local constituencies, while the party accounts might try to take advantage of 
more general sentiments in society. In turn, society itself will also have a separate and distinct conversa-
tion about these issues that must be examined.

Figure 5: Topics discussed by party accounts over time

Figure 7: Most active Facebook accounts posting about COVID-19 and migration

AfD supporter groups, which also (allegedly) include AfD party officials as administrators, dominate the 
conversation on these topics.

Migration 

Figure 6: Total number of posts per topic
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COVID-19

Analysis

In this election, the most prominent issues on the four observed platforms were COVID-19, climate 
and migration. Of these, COVID-19 dominated the discourse and, within this discourse, the AfD and 
its supporter groups talked most about the issue, though discussions focusing on the post-COVID 
period featured more broadly across parties. Discussion of the climate issue only picked up closer 
to the election date.  Migration was a key issue for the AfD, with little counter-campaigning by other 
parties on the issue.

COVID-19

COVID-19 was discussed more than the other headline issues of climate and migration. 
This deviates somewhat from public opinion polls and surveys, which indicated a decline in the im-
portance of, or interest in, the COVID-19 issue over the course of the election cycle. A deeper look into 
the COVID-19 conversations reveals why this was the case. While within certain right-wing bubbles the 
discussions were focused on the pandemic and the countermeasures, with which they disagreed, many of 
the conversations on COVID-19 focussed on the post-pandemic period (the prevention of future pandem-
ics and refinancing of the government’s deficit spending). These were, in a way, two separate conversa-
tions.

The party that posted the most about the issue, in total, was the AfD, likely trying to create an “electoral 
home” for protest voters and members of the “Querdenker” (lateral thinkers) movement. AfD support-
er groups and influencers also focused a great deal of attention on the pandemic, at least on Facebook. 
When examining the top Facebook accounts posting about COVID-19, many of them are pro-AfD accounts 
(see Figure 7). This was not observed on other platforms.
Looking at the posts by the members of parliament, however, the governing parties – the CDU/CSU and 
SPD – make up the lion’s share of online engagement with the issue.

Climate

Looking at the online discussion on climate, there were no surprises: The Greens made a third of all 
climate-related posts, and a third of all Greens party content was about the climate. Within the general 
social media discussion, the importance of the climate topic rose over the course of the campaign, peak-
ing shortly before election day. 

It was not only the Greens driving this agenda, however; severe and deadly flooding in western Germany 
in the run-up to the election kept the issue on the front pages. Yet, despite the match between the Greens 
core issue, events and the public interest, the party could not capitalise on the issue to the extent expect-
ed at the beginning of the campaign, when they briefly appeared to be the most popular party.6 Despite 
the Greens pushing the agenda most actively, other parties did not ignore it; in particular, the CDU and 
the SPD also discussed it often.

Migration

Lastly, migration has trended downwards in attention and the importance attributed to it by voters – de-
spite some spikes after the Taliban reclaimed Afghanistan, raising the possibility of more persons fleeing 
persecution and coming to Germany. When looking at the different parties and their engagement with 
the issue, the story is one-sided. Among parliamentarians, about 50 per cent of all migration-related posts 
were made by AfD members of parliament. Concerning the official party accounts, this trend is even 
clearer, with the AfD contributing about 75 per cent of all migration-related posts.

At the same time, social media groups and users clearly, or most likely, supporting the AfD dominate the 
migration discourse on social media, even more so than with COVID-19. In particular, the top Facebook 
accounts discussing migration were pro-AfD accounts (see Figure 7). Such dominance of an issue on 
social media by one group is unparalleled. It is interesting to note that other parties did not try to counter 
the AfD narrative; they simply did not engage on it, unlike the way most parties did engage on the Greens’ 
core issue of climate.

6. Tagesspiegel, “Grüne stärkste Kraft – aber Mehrheit für unionsgeführte Regierung” (“Green’s Strongest Force -  But 
Majority in Favour of a Union [CDU/CSU]-Led Government”), 7 May 2021. 
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I.C. Unsocial media:                                                           
The general mood, targeted toxicity and problematic  speech online
The overall tone of an election campaign is an important factor. Coverage of candidates may not be ben-
eficial to them if it is mainly negative. The anonymity of the internet often results in hyper-aggressive, 
toxic speech, especially against women or people perceived to be vulnerable.7 The extent to which candi-
dates are discussed online can be even more critical than in traditional media because, as the saying goes, 
“the internet never forgets”. Pictures of and references to Laschet laughing during the President’s inter-
view lapped at the candidate’s campaign in waves right up to election day.

To examine this problem we looked at sentiment and toxicity. The former is better to gauge the overall 
tone and mood of a conversation, while the latter is weighted to looking specifically at aggressive com-
ments, attacks, and insults that tend to be targeted.

Figure 8: Sentiment and toxicity over time across platforms 

A clear trend upward in sentiment (the mood/tone) and downward in toxicity (negative, aggressive com-
ments) is visible from August onwards.8

7. Toxic speech is most broadly defined as speech whose character is likely to drive people from a reading or participating 
in a discussion. 

8. For more on how we compute sentiment and toxicity see Democracy Reporting International (DRI), Election monitor 
Germany 2021 - Research brief #2, 12 August 2021.

 

Figure 9: Sentiment and toxicity across platforms about 
                  the candidates (average 1 June to 26 September) 

Despite differences across platforms, taken together the picture is different. Sentiment surrounding Scholz 
versus the other lead candidates is striking.

Figure 10: Toxicity of content toward candidates across platforms over time
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Analysis

It appears that the overall tone of exchanges on social media was quite negative. Interestingly, 
though, cross-platform sentiment trended upwards and was significantly more positive from 
August onward, possibly because of the summer weather and an improved COVID situation (see 
Figure 8). Nevertheless, there were notable spikes of negative sentiment for specific candidates 
and parties, driven by events. When turning from the general mood to the sentiment about specific 
candidates, some interesting insights emerge: Weidel and Lindner received positive comments 
on YouTube, but Weidel (and the AfD) was discussed more negatively on Facebook and In-
stagram, while Scholz was seen favourably on both and was the least negatively perceived 
candidate on Twitter. The tone of the conversation about Scholz’s SPD on Facebook was also 
remarkably more positive than that of the other parties. The level of toxicity in comments is a dif-
ferent story: While average cross-platform toxicity decreased over time, in line with the increase in 
positive sentiment, Baerbock overall was subject to the most toxic comments on all platforms. 
Laschet comes very close, however, followed by Weidel. This is further reflected in toxic com-
ments about their respective parties.

Differences between platforms

YouTube and its community culture are different from other social media platforms. The general tone of 
the election in YouTube comments was negative. This negative mood was fairly evenly spread, but two 
candidates were discussed more positively in comments on YouTube: Christian Lindner of the FDP 
and the AfD’s Weidel. The slight positivity toward Lindner and Weidel aside, all candidates were often 
described with terms like “arrogant” or “incompetent”, except for the AfD’s Tino Chrupalla, who was 
more often linked to the adjective “ignorant”. This insult is especially personalised, as he was the only 
candidate without a university degree.

The generally expressed sentiments on Facebook with respect to both the AfD and Weidel were the most 
negative, followed by posts about Baerbock and Laschet. This is interesting, given the AfD’s focus on 
and dominance of Facebook. Presciently, posts about the election winner and likely next Chancellor, 
Scholz, were mostly positive. Conversely, of all candidates, Baerbock received the most disrespectful 
comments and attacks, based on the fact that she is a woman. Laschet, on the other hand, was confronted 
with the most highly aggressive posts and threats.

The general mood on Instagram, due to its platform logic and visual nature, is quite positive, Nonethe-
less, there were still insulting or inflammatory comments, with an equal number being directed towards 
both Laschet and Baerbock, and the latter being attacked the most, focusing on her being a woman. Here, 
posts about both Weidel and the AfD were of the most toxic in nature, closely followed by posts about 
Baerbock.

Surprisingly, the most negative energy by far was found on Twitter: All candidates were talked about 
in a predominately negative manner, with tweets about Chrupalla being the least positive (though also 
fewer in number overall), followed by those about Baerbock, Laschet and Weidel, in that order. Even 
Lindner, who was the subject of predominantly positive comments from users on YouTube, Facebook 

and Instagram, did not manage to endear himself to the Twitterverse; his party, on the other hand, was 
successful. Compared to the conversations about all parliamentary parties on Twitter, the FDP was dis-
cussed most favourably, whereas the CDU, AfD and the Greens all generated mostly negative sentiment.

Differences between genders

Politicians are regular targets of hateful messages, threats and insults on social networks, but women 
politicians are attacked and belittled to a much greater degree in many elections. This German election 
campaign included three national-level women candidates and, while all were attacked to some degree, 
only one – the one with the best chance of winning, from the Greens party – was subject to a high degree 
of such attacks, while another, the AfD candidate, actually received a high degree of praise, even relative 
to male candidates.

Baerbock was the target of the most identity-based and toxic attacks – other women candidates 
less so. She was repeatedly attacked with derogatory and sexualised insults (e.g. misspelling of her 
name to refer to parts of the human anatomy), including with gender-specific language accusing her of 
incompetence. Although a clear gender toxicity bias was visible against Baerbock on all platforms, the 
same cross-platform patterns were not observed with Janine Wissler (Die Linke) and only partially with 
Weidel. In fact, as mentioned, Weidel was even seen in a favourable light by many on YouTube, often be-
ing described as “smart” and “intelligent”. On Instagram, however, Weidel received more toxic comments 
than Baerbock.
Turning to the men, Laschet was the target of the most attacks on all four platforms examined – he was 
referred to as “glitch Armin”, “scandal candidate” or “loser’. Both Scholz and Lindner, conversely, were 
referred to much more favourably, being more often described as  “competent” and “convincing”.

Who is pushing the tone of commentary?

The analysis indicates much of the negative content and commentary against Baerbock originated among 
supporters of the AfD – a finding that is repeated in the following section. Meanwhile, the positive com-
mentary on Weidel on YouTube seems to have been grounded in the structure of the AfD social media, 
with many niche groups and channels magnifying engagement and echo chambers. Other candidates, 
conversely, were discussed in more general groups and channels that reach larger, more politically di-
verse audiences, leading to more distinct and varied comments.
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I.D. What a share can tell:           
Mis- and disinformation and information manipulation
The possibility to influence users is built into the algorithms of social media, which is why the term 
“influencer” has made it into our modern lexicon. However, the same mechanics can be used to push in-
accurate information and extremist content into mainstream discourse. Such content can target people’s 
faith in democratic systems, important topical issues, or political candidates, but to have an impact on the 
electoral process it must spread beyond the immediate social network of those pushing the content.

Analysis

The monitoring data did not reveal systematic widespread disinformation campaigns targeted at 
the democratic system, which would have made it out of small networks of persons predisposed 
to believe the lies. Nonetheless, attempts at disinformation campaigns can be seen. These were 
pushed from supporters, and occasionally politicians, of the AfD. This includes an attempt to push a 
voter fraud (wahlbetrug) narrative following the state election in Saxony-Anhalt. The AfD party did 
not, however, get systematically involved to any notable extent, and the #Wahlbetrug movement 
was short-lived. The other primary example was the sharing of Weidel’s claims that Chancellor 
Merkel’s hosting of the judges of the constitutional court for dinner was interfering with the AfD 
lawsuit against her for alleged illegal interference in a state election in 2020.

Figure 11: A social network bubble 

Facebook coordinated sharing by 64 accounts of Alice Weidel’s Facebook post alleging interference with a 
constitutional court case (16k share, 19k reactions). Such a uniform shape is mathematically possible only 
when there is uniformity in the network and no connections outside the network. For what a normal net-
work looks like, see our election research briefs.9

9. For more normal network examples see our research in Democracy Reporting International (DRI), 
Election monitor Germany 2021 - Research brief #3, 8 Sept 2021.

Alice Weidel’s Facebook post

More worrying was the spread of topical misinformation, for instance about COVID-19. While not obvi-
ously related to an electoral choice, it clearly related to political positions, especially those of the new-
comer party Die Basis (The Base), which received 1.4 per cent of the votes, and possibly the AfD, as the 
only larger “COVID-sceptic” party. This content spread more widely than election-related dis- or misinfor-
mation, due to numerous issue-specific groups and channels that acted as gateways to small new commu-
nities.

The most troublesome issue, based on the monitoring data and analysis, was the pervasiveness of 
exaggerated and repeated half-truths targeting candidates and parties. These attacks intersected on 
occasion with the issue of toxicity and problematic speech discussed above, illustrating the close relation-
ship between (negative) emotions and (false) information. This type of information manipulation is ne-
farious, as it borders on legitimate political spin and opposition research, while also being able to reach a 
wider audience than more blatant and far-reaching disinformation.

Getting more specific, anti-Baerbock content was particularly widespread. Audio-visual content (vid-
eos) mostly remained confined to right-wing channels and social media users,10 but textual content (e.g., 
tweets) had a wider reach; perhaps these seemed less problematic. Notable narratives in this content 
included facts, like the embellishing of some details in her CV and plagiarism in her book, and made up 
accusations, for example of public drunkenness. Laschet also was the target of a large number of such at-
tacks, focused on a narrative of corruption. In his case, there were also more blatantly false accusations.11 
While none were widely shared outside more closed networks, the hashtag #korrupt (#corrupt) was 
prominently used by also the more general social media users. Attempts to revisit scandals under Scholz’ 
watch as Finance Minister, such as Wirecard and Cum-Ex, were frequent but never caught popular atten-
tion. Most analysts believe this is due to their complexity.

10. See Democracy Reporting International (DRI), Election monitor Germany 2021 - Research brief #3, 8 Sept 2021. 
11. One more popular example alleged the siphoning of funds from a charity helping flood victims to his election cam-

paign. According to the Institute for Strategic Dialogue, this was viewed over 60,000 times on Telegram. See: Insti-
tute for Strategic Dialogue (ISD), “Digitale Gewalt und Desinformation gegen Spitzenkandidat: innen vor der Bund-
estagswahl 2021” (“Digital Violence and Disinformation against the Top Candidates before the Federal Election in 
2021”) 
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Figure 12: Visual and accounts sharing top 50 most viewed 
                     YouTube videos about Annalena Baerbock 

Viewing these videos together allows several observations: 1) there was ample opportunity to share 
pro-Baerbock content, but only negative content was shared in groups in a coordinated fashion, and 2) the 
blue dots are various AfD groups for meeting and talking, while the dots in the red box are named as AfD 
‘supporter’ (Unterstützer) groups. These are the accounts that link to other networks, including the purple 
dots which include Nationaldemokratische Partei Deutschlands (NPD; a small, even more extreme right-
wing party) accounts.

The natural follow-on question to these campaigns is whether they were inauthentic, that is, was all the 
engagement from real persons and accounts - or fake accounts managed by one or a few actors, possibly 
leveraging automation techniques (i.e., bots), to create virality or the impression of widespread interest.

Drawing definitive conclusions on any given account, except the most rudimentarily built bot, is no lon-
ger possible. While many highly active accounts have red flags that indicate bot-like behaviour, the prev-
alence of automation tools even for everyday social media users makes these red flags less reliable for 
bot identification. Even receiving notifications on a mobile phone that your favourite candidate posted 
new content can induce bot-like behaviour; liking and sharing content from someone you follow becomes 
almost automatic.

Focusing on what conclusions can be drawn, there was coordination among closely linked accounts 
to push certain content, including false or unreliable information and toxic narratives. This seemed 
most prevalent on accounts supporting, and even linked to, the AfD. Some of the most active groups 
shared administrators, as well as members. The fragmented and overlapping membership of the far-right 
social media landscape, with many small channels/groups, likely inflated engagement numbers; a single 
AfD supporter has the opportunity to like the same content many times. Traditional parties tend to have 
fewer small niche channels and groups of supporters, meaning their supporters have less opportunity to 
see the same content from different channels.

SECTION II: POLICY, PRACTICE 
AND PATHS FORWARD

II.A. Policy recommendations: A roadmap for change
Government, parties and politicians

Recommendations:

1. Require platform transparency. While needs vary by platform, key issues are: access to historical 
data, access to public conversation threads, and rate limits on data access. Transparency is key for 
all attempts to hold platforms, political parties and candidates accountable for political online dis-
course. Companies should be required to provide the appropriate data to academics and research-
ers to specifically cross-check electoral codes of conduct and compliance with campaign finance 
laws. The provisions in the draft Digital Services Act on this point should be strengthened. 

2. Recruit social media experts for positions in state agencies as well as academia and civil society to 
have well-informed policy debates and to close the capacity gap towards platforms. 

3. Maintain a focus on monitoring political discourse. In a democracy, opinion formation and politi-
cal influence happen round the clock, not only in elections, and should be monitored on an ongo-
ing basis. On-going monitoring will also lead to better preparedness (better understanding, early 
detection) for massive disinformation campaigns, as we saw on COVID-19 and vaccinations. 

4. Invest further in digital literacy and/or public awareness campaigns to educate the electorate on 
commonly spread false narratives, subtly biased language, and harmful tactics used to target wom-
en politicians and politicians with a “migration background”, in particular.

5. Engage with the online community. To marginalise any strong extremist presence, there is a need 
for active participation in the digital debate. Parties could take on a role-model function here in 
the election campaign and communicate more strongly in the digital space, instead of relying on 
static and staged campaigning.  

6. Strengthen the reporting requirements of political parties in Germany, to provide timely and 
detailed information on campaign spending. Explore extending this to include requirements to 
release portions of their user analytics.
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Social Media Platforms

Recommendations:

1. Carry out participatory risk assessments before elections, involving political parties, government, 
media, civil society and academia. Findings and recommended electoral preparations should be 
published and openly accessible well before the elections.

2. Proactively reach out to all stakeholders during the electoral process to compare their internal pol-
icy view to the findings and perceptions of others. In our experience, only Twitter actively engaged 
with civil society and academic researchers during the German elections.

3. Review user privacy policies with the goal of making several key data points for identifying suspi-
cious behaviour available to researchers, especially geolocation data (which does not need to be 
precise).

4. Facilitate real-time social media monitoring (SMM) of the entire political landscape by increasing 
data access rates for organisations conducting SMM. This is most applicable to YouTube and Face-
book. Conversely, facilitate historical data analysis, often needed for context, trends or patterns. 
This is most applicable to Twitter.

5. Enable deeper monitoring of entire conversation threads, especially on Facebook. Top-level com-
ments are often not where problematic speech or information appear. However, they may use trig-
ger language which can be identified only by seeing comments/replies. Moreover, the threads may 
exhibit escalatory trends which if analysed can lead to recommendations for intervention points.

6. Develop means for dealing with duplicate groups with high overlap in admins, members, and 
topics, specifically on Facebook. This will require a delicate balancing act not to stifle group for-
mation. Facebook did take a more active approach to this issue over the summer and they should 
release more data on this so researchers can help assess the effectiveness of their efforts.

7. Explore further tools to remove toxic content from firstly, YouTube comments and, secondly, 
top-level Twitter content. The first is more easily done since it does not affect the original content; 
the second will require more balancing since the original content (the tweet) would be removed, 
potentially resulting in free speech issues. Twitter could also rank toxic content lower.

8. Explore platform (re-)design choices to discourage toxic content from being posted in the first 
place. YouTube’s planned removal of the dislike button is an example. However, careful moni-
toring, evaluation, and learning should be established to watch for unintended effects (i.e., users 
unable to simply ‘dislike’ may leave a toxic comment).

Civil Society Organisations (CSOs)

Recommendations:

1. Hold parties accountable and ask them about their online campaigning strategies, create databases 
with this information and disseminate it to larger audiences/academics. Besides learning about 
conventional ways of campaigning (e.g., the layout of posters), this will allow researchers to anal-
yse online campaigns and citizens to become better informed about online campaigning, lowering 
their susceptibility with regards to online manipulation.

2. Reconsider the conceptualisations of disinformation in electoral contexts. For example, the focus 
on intent (in disinformation versus misinformation) is problematic. Negative consequences can 
result from unintentional false statements and intent is difficult to prove at any rate. 

3. Stay up to date with the role of social media in the context of elections worldwide. Ideally, trends 
and new threats can then be detected earlier, pre-empting a further degradation of online dis-
course or accumulation of disinformation.

4. Talk about social media and politics in lay language, to reduce the barriers for non-experts to be 
part of the discussion and enhance participation. 

5. Increase attention, including acquiring the requisite skills and hardware, to analysing the image 
(photo) and audio-visual (video) content that are the most important forms of imparting informa-
tion and exercising influence in modern political campaigns.

II.B. Recommendations for practice: Monitoring the next election
Policymaking needs evidence. In the field of social media, various organizations produce such evidence, 
including by social media monitoring and analysis (SMMA). SMMA feeds the information into the policy-
making process to improve and safeguard our democracies. Conversely, policies on data and technology 
also inform and limit SMMA. With this close interdependence in mind, based on the SMMA of the elec-
tion, DRI identified five priority actions needed to enhance a meaningful exchange between policy and 
practice.

1. DRI’s efforts to draw comparisons to the German election of 2017, to look for changes or trends, 
were hampered by data availability and/or comparability. Much data from that year has been de-
leted by researchers (e.g., due to data retention policies) and, even when steps were taken to allow 
the data to be reconstructed, much of it has been removed from the sources by the original poster 
(e.g., deleted accounts) or the platforms – the removed content is often the most interesting. Yet 
even where data existed, the collection differed in scale, scope and search criteria, making com-
parison invalid. Efforts should be taken to facilitate sustained comparable, cross-year (i.e., 
across elections) data collection, retention, sharing and collaboration.
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2. Direction of research: 

• Social media analysis should pay attention to include more media sources in online election 
monitoring, such as news sites and their comments sections. This type of monitoring would 
allow better exploration of the dynamics among traditional media or false media sites and 
social media.

• Analysis should not overstate the importance of the “inauthentic” part of disinformation. On-
line behaviour is increasingly a synthesis of human creation and automation. The legitimacy 
of content can no longer be based on old red flags for bot behaviour, and new means should be 
sought. Generally, researchers should be less guided by what platforms define as major prob-
lems (e.g., “inauthentic coordinated behaviour”) and define their own problem statements. A lot 
of problematic behaviour is authentic. 

3. While the sentiment analysis dictionaries provided some enlightening results, they were biased 
toward the negative. This is likely because words expressing controversy and debate (e.g., Kritik 
[critic]), or a fighting spirit (e.g., Kampf [struggle], Streit [fight]), are often classified as negative but 
may be neutral or even positive in the electoral context. Sentiment analysis benefits greatly from 
so-called “domain-specific lexicons” (dictionaries). Research should be aimed toward developing 
an election-specific, or even online-election specific, sentiment dictionary, as well as heuristic 
rules around election turns of speech (e.g., “fighting for you”).

4. There is a bias toward the negative in funding and reporting of SMMA. The risk of that approach 
is that in each context social media are only seen as an accumulation of negatives, not allowing 
for any nuance - but the social media debate and dynamics in German elections is different from 
the one in the US or Pakistan. These differences cannot be described if we only list occurrences of 
problems in these elections. 

5. Social media monitoring of political content is a rather new pursuit that has significant traction in 
media reporting. There are still no quality standards, even of the softest kind (like “good practice” 
rules). These should be developed. Likewise, media should be literate and critical in assessing re-
search designs and methodologies before publishing findings offered to them.

II.C. Conclusion: The path forward
When DRI began to monitor this election, like many others it did so with concern over the state and direc-
tion of democracy in the world today and angst that trends seen abroad would appear also in Germany. 
In the end, however, this assessment was not as dire as it might have been. No disinformation campaign 
caught on to the extent it threatened a person or institution; some women candidates were treated fairly 
well in the social media discourse; and, after initial negativity, the election discourse seemed to take on 
a more positive tone and turn increasingly to the issues. All the parties did well at contesting the social 
media space.

Yet there are still troubling tendencies and warning signs for the future. The extent of personalized 
attacks on candidates, for example, does not bode well for civilized discourse. The negativity on Twitter, 
which is considered a platform for the well-informed and influential, is particularly troubling. The “dirty” 
political games also are a matter of concern. Disinformation also was present including attempts at larger 
scale disinformation questioning the functioning of democratic processes. The latter may have fizzled, 
but every attempt chips away at faith in the system and acts as a trial balloon to see how much the elec-
torate will engage and to push the boundaries of discussion.

Thus, generally, BTW21 seemed to have been a relatively resilient election process, with clear signs that 
the resilience will continue to be tested. This election has offered many lessons which, if acted upon, can 
help make improvements. The world of social media moves fast, however – faster than the legal and po-
litical and bureaucratic machinery. If we are not to always be “protecting the last election”, to paraphrase 
Winston Churchill, we need agile responses. The foundation of that response is in the most flexible and 
capable tool at a democracy’s disposal – well-informed citizens.
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ANNEX 1
Methodology: Hashtagging the Election

Data collection was conducted daily from a restricted-access, dedicated virtual machine on the DRI 
server, where data could also be securely stored. Only official APIs (application programming interfaces) 
were used, with the occasional exception of Twint to access Twitter when historical data was needed.12 
All data was collected with a 24-hour delay, to allow engagement time, except for Youtube comments, 
which were collected seven days after video upload. 

Figure A.1: What we monitored

DRI collected data only from public profiles, posts and (when allowed by the platform) comments. DRI 
neither asked for nor can it analyse data from users who only share their posts with friends. As a result, 
the number of posts that can be analysed on Twitter and YouTube is much larger than on Facebook or 
Instagram, where users post publicly less often.

Prior to analysis, data was cleaned and standardised to enable statistical analysis and machine reading. 
For analysis, access to data on the server was done via a secure direct connection (i.e., no cloud services 
or storage).
The analysis methods used fall mostly within statistical analysis on the more accessible end, and natural 

12. Twint still requires a key from an official Twitter developer account and returns only information which the official 
      API would return. 

language processing and network analysis on the more advanced end. Analysis was conducted using the 
Python programming language and its associated libraries. One exception was the use of the Perspective 
API to get toxicity and related scores based on Google’s research in these areas.13 Deeper context and 
qualitative analysis were integrated into the computer-assisted analysis by the project’s external political 
expert.

Findings were communicated to the public through periodic concise data and visual-intensive research 
briefings.14 These were provided in English, with German translations. The German public was also kept 
informed through open-access publications written by the project partner Tagesspiegel with the support 
of DRI. Up-to-date visualization of data accessible to the wider public was made available from 23 June 
onward, through the dashboard set up jointly with Tagesspiegel.  Data collection for the dashboard was 
conducted from the Tagesspiegel15 server (separate from DRI’s collection for analysis).

As with all data analysis projects, the data and findings here are limited to the scope allowed for by the 
collection search criteria. Findings here may differ from similar monitoring projects conducted by other 
organizations. When coming to conclusions about the election, especially those feeding into policymak-
ing, the decision-maker would benefit from reviewing these reports together or obtaining a report of 
reports (which DRI will be producing in early 2022).

13. See Perspective API homepage.
14. See DRI’s Election Monitor reports. 
15. Tagesspiegel, “Wie der Wahlkampf 2021 auf Social Media geführt wird” (“How the 2021 Election Campaign Will Be  
      Conducted on Social Media”). 
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